ways you can help us

how
to help

rebuild young lives in the post-COVID-19 world

BE A MONTHLY MAKE A ONE- FUNDRAISE
DONOR
TIME GIFT
ONLINE
For the price of
a coffee, your
monthly gift will
add up over time
and make a lasting
impact in the
lives of children
with cancer.
Rafi

Your gift will
help ensure
we’re here to
help kids in these
uncertain times.

Start an online
fundraising event
to help kids, living
in fear of what
COVID-19 could do
to fragile health.

Aria

BE
BRAVE
Join our online
Big Brave event
and cut, colour or
shave your lid for
a kid, while raising
funds for essential
online programs.

YOUR GIFTS AT WORK, TRANSFORMING
THE LIVES OF CHILDREN WITH CANCER
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE

kidscancercare.ab.ca

CELEBRATE
Social gatherings
may be off limits,
but you can
still celebrate in
style. Dedicate
your birthday or
milestone to Kids
Cancer Care and
show children
living in isolation
they’re not alone.

Donate, register or learn more at kidscancercare.ab.ca today.
Cont. from page 3

community

“Having a beautiful home is one of life’s big
dreams,” says Kelly. “To be part of someone’s
dream through design is amazing.”
As an artist, Kelly was content to stay inside and
draw, but she was also a kid and her summers
at Camp Kindle allowed her to be just that.
“It was a home away from home and that’s
exactly how I felt every summer when I
went to camp,” says Kelly. “I felt I belonged.
It was amazing to grow up in a community
of people who took the time to really know
you, to be there for you and support you.”
One of our youngest monthly donors, Kelly still
wants to do more: “When I left camp, I promised
I would return one day and help with interior
design, help redesign the cabins or whatever
is needed. I can’t wait to do that one day.”
Thank you, Kelly, for paying it forward.
Your generous monthly gifts will create a
haven for children facing cancer today!

Kids Cancer Care
Foundation of Alberta
5757 4 Street SE
Calgary, Alberta
T2H 1K8

kidscancercare.ab.ca

Kids Cancer Care Foundation of Alberta
is a registered Canadian charity
#89940 9171 RR0001.

“It was a home away from home
and that’s exactly how I felt
every summer when I went to
camp. I felt I belonged.”
– Kelly

YOU ARE
INSPIRING KELLY TO
PAY IT FORWARD

As I share this issue
of Kids Candidly
with you, I am
mindful that your
world may be
very different these days and
I thank you for supporting us
in these uncertain times.
While the world has forever
changed, childhood cancer has
not. In 2020, another 190 children
will be diagnosed in Alberta.
You and I cannot change this. We
cannot change the reality of their
disease, but we can support research
and we can help these kids through
our life-changing programs.
It will take an enormous effort in
2020. Anticipating an 80 per cent
shortfall in revenue, we have had to
lay off nearly half of our staff. Still,
with you at our side, I remain hopeful.
This year, we have an ambitious
goal of signing on 190 new monthly
donors — a new monthly donor for
every new child diagnosed. Monthly
giving helps us to maximize our
resources and programs by reducing
administrative and fundraising costs.
For the price of a single coffee each
week, you could make a substantial
difference over time. Please
consider this most urgent request.

community

realized
by you

You're helping Rafi pursue his dreams of engineering

“It’s going to be extremely difficult, but I always like
a challenge and it’ll be worth it.” – Rafi Kondapalli

“It’s my way of saying thank you to anyone who’s ever
supported Kids Cancer Care. Their donations every month
gave me a haven. They gave my friends a haven. They
gave me a place in a big world that was safe. Creating
that haven for other kids is all I could ever hope to do.
It’s an amazing feeling to give back.” – Kelly Hogarth

Rafi knows all about hard work. He has worked exceedingly hard for every
academic win he’s ever had. And, with your help, all of that hard work is
paying off.
Rafi

As a toddler, Rafi was diagnosed with
leukemia. After years of chemotherapy,
neurological testing revealed serious
memory deficits in Rafi. To circumvent
these issues, he spent his childhood
memorizing math equations, multiplication
and division tables with his mother Guven.
Originally from Turkey, Guven would read
the equations aloud from her Turkish
textbook and Rafi would mentally translate
before repeating them back in English.

When Kelly Hogarth headed to Lethbridge College in 2015 with a heart full
of dreams and a carload of textbooks and art supplies, she didn’t leave
alone. Thanks to you, she left with a heart full of memories from camp and
a scholarship in her name.

But when COVID-19 hit last winter and
school was unceremoniously closed,
things that were already difficult
were about to get even tougher. It
was Rafi’s last year of school and he
needed to get into engineering.
Thank goodness you were there
for him. Your support during the
pandemic helped Rafi access our
online tutoring service, where he
was matched with an IT engineer
Steve Reid. With Steve’s guidance and
your generosity, Rafi completed his
grade-12 year at the top of his class.
Tutoring with Steve throughout the
summer, Rafi is now tackling college-level
math and science to prepare for studies
this fall. He has been accepted into the
Electronics Engineering Technology
program at SAIT, a program he is pursuing
with the help of a Kids Cancer Care
scholarship — made possible by you.

built
by you

With a heart full of gratitude, Kelly is paying it forward as a
monthly donor

Steve

Kelly left with a promise to return one
day and give back to the community
and people who had given so much
to her. It wasn’t long before she was
making good on her promise.
Inspired by a Facebook post by a friend
and former camper, who was donating
proceeds from his novel to Kids Cancer
Care, Kelly decided it was time for
her to give back too.. That’s when the
23-year-old cancer survivor and interior
designer signed on as a monthly donor.
“It’s my way of saying thank you to
anyone who’s ever supported Kids Cancer
Care,” says Kelly. “Their donations every
month gave me a haven. They gave my
friends a haven. Creating a haven for
other kids is all I could ever hope to do.
It’s an amazing feeling to give back.”

learning in person, but with a bit of
ingenuity, they are making it work.
“Steve found an online white board
that we write on and use to share
work on our screens,” says Rafi.
“He’s also introduced me to online
graphing software that visually shows
you how to solve equations.”

With gratitude,

“Just knowing that Rafi’s memory has
been affected by chemo is half the
battle,” says Steve. “If you know this
and you’re willing to put in the effort,
you can work around it. Rafi is an
example of how hard work pays off.”

Guven couldn’t be more pleased: “Rafi
is so grateful to have Steve helping and
supporting him during these difficult
days. He was very worried about next
year and how he’ll handle math, but now
he will have so much more confidence
going to classes and exams. Your support
is a big relief for Rafi and myself.”

Christine McIver, M.S.M., LLD (Hon), CFRE
Founder and Chief Executive Officer

As an auditory learner, Rafi needs
to hear things and repeat them
aloud to retain them. He also prefers

Thank you for being there for Rafi.
You’re helping him to fulfill his
potential and live his dreams.

As a child, Kelly was diagnosed with
Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare cancer that
forms in the bone or soft tissue. After 14
rounds of chemotherapy, she was left
with a fragile immune system. For about
a year afterwards, she spent lunchtime
and recess inside, drawing and reading,
while her classmates played outside.
“Cancer literally shaped who I am today,”
says Kelly. “I’ve always been hugely
into art — sculpting, drawing, painting
— whatever the medium, I loved it.”
With the help of a Derek Wandzura
Memorial Scholarship, made possible
by you, Kelly studied interior design.
After graduating from Interior Design
Technologies at Lethbridge College, she
landed her dream job as a bathroom
and kitchen design consultant.
Cont. on page 4
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a better and more beautful place
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